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François Nairac  
New River Retail (UK) Ltd 
37 Maddox St 
London  
W1S 2PP 
 
 
Our reference: DCC/0688  
 
 
Oxford City Council: Templars Square Shopping Centre  
 
 
Dear François Nairac, 
 
Thank you for consulting the Oxford Design Review Panel on this scheme and for attending the ODRP review 
meeting on 10 September 2015. This is a complex and challenging site and the importance of this scheme for 
both Cowley and Oxford cannot be underestimated. It offers the opportunity to celebrate the history of Cowley 
and create a strong identity. The design for Templars Square Shopping Centre has improved since the last 
ODRP design workshop dated 21 April 2015 and the client and design team have resolved a number of 
elements of the scheme, particularly in relation to the design of the public realm. While the improvements are 
promising, Hockmore Tower and its access are still unresolved and the public space strategy requires further 
clarification. We have concerns on how the proposal will be delivered and procured. A much stronger 
collaboration between all parties and negotiations during pre-planning and pre-determination stage between 
the client and Oxford City Council are needed. Given the importance of the redevelopment and the amount of 
challenges facing, we would not support the planning application in its current state. 
 
Vision and planning process 
While the initial masterplan approach is sound in terms of height and massing, the vision for Templars Square 
Shopping Centre is still far too illusive and needs to be much bolder. We would urge the client, design team 
and the local authorities to extend their thinking beyond the red boundary line and to develop a more holistic 
strategy to set out the long term aspirations for the shopping centre, Hockmore Tower and the new residential 
blocks. The vision should include the wider context and the John Allen Centre to create a coherent and vibrant 
environment around Between Towns Road. At this stage of the planning process a delivery plan for the entire 
site is required that defines each development phase and all parties involved.  
 
Public realm and servicing 
The development is going to significantly increase its function as a neighbourhood centre and as a place to 
live. This should be reflected in the variety of uses offered and all needs of different user groups should be 
addressed, for example play areas for children and provisions for the elderly. A robust public realm strategy 
and the provision of accessible, inclusive and successful open spaces are therefore pivotal for the success of 
the redevelopment. However, the scheme is weak on delivering the required quality in terms of user 
experience, specifically in the context of security, usability, wayfinding and aesthetic of streets.  
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The client and local authorities need to clarify the amount of work that is contained in the planning application 
and will be delivered at this stage to ensure that the whole site is well designed and maintained. Provision and 
servicing of the on street storage of waste bins, areas for cycle parking and retail delivery should be further 
explored. Surface materials and street furniture should be robust and require little maintenance. 
 
In particular the poor resolution of servicing, waste collection and poor public realm on Hockmore Street is 
disappointing. Here further consideration should also be made to better integrate the existing residents in the 
low rise podium apartments. Finally, while improving the open space along Barns Road is positive, a play and 
park area for children does not seem suitable due to the safety issues resulted from its location between two 
busy roads. 
 
Hockmore Tower and site D  
The current iteration of Hockmore Tower is unacceptable. Providing a bridge link to Between Towns Road 
could potentially resolve the fundamental access, health and safety issues. We urge the client, Oxford City 
Council and Oxfordshire County Council to establish a joint venture to develop a significant improvement 
strategy to meaningfully incorporate Hockmore Tower within the development scheme.  
 
An overall height of eight stories for the buildings along the northern edge is appropriate. A taller building in this 
location, particularly on the north side of Hockmore Tower could work in townscape terms provided it 
responds well to the surroundings in terms of scale, form, massing, proportion and silhouette. Giving the fact 
that the scheme is visible from the historical city centre of Oxford, particular importance should be given to the 
architectural quality of the buildings and their effect on the skyline. 
 
Site A 
The quality of accommodation for site A remains unresolved. The solution proposed with mostly single aspect 
units is unsatisfactory and the residential block appears dark and overshadowed by the building on the south 
side of Beauchamp Lane. We also think stepping down to four stories on Between Towns Road towards the 
Beauchamp Lane Conservation Area is not convincing and invite the design team to revisit the massing. 
 
The newly designed space at the centre of site A is promising. Nevertheless we feel more has to be done in 
terms of linking the small open spaces on the site and whether it could be connected more with the 
community centre on Crowell Road.  
 
Site C 
We highly commend the proposal of keeping the car park building on site C and abandoning the idea of a 
residential block instead. We think though that the proposed gold cladding is unsuccessful and giving the 
interesting structure of the building, we suggest revealing the structure instead. More work on detailing and 
materiality is required to achieve a more adequate visual impact and overall pleasant streetscape. 
 
Thank you for consulting us and please keep us informed of the progress of the scheme. If there is any point 
that requires clarification, please telephone us. 
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Yours sincerely, 

 
 
 
Daniela Lucchese 
Design Council Cabe Advisor 
Email Daniela.Lucchese@designcouncil.org.uk 
Tel +44(0)20 7420 5270 
 
cc (by email only) 
 
Jamie Whitfield    New River Retail   
Paul Turner   Corstorphine + Wright 
Ian Wilson   Corstorphine + Wright 
Rebecca Bassan-Jheeta  Corstorphine + Wright 
Michael Lampard  Corstorphine + Wright 
Jamie Cusack   Macgregor Smith   
Nick Diment   GL Hearn  
Murray Hancock  Oxford City Council 
Tobias Fett   Oxford City Council 
Nadia Robinson   Oxford City Council 

 
 
 
Review process 
Following a site visit, discussions with the design team and local authority and a pre-application review, the scheme was reviewed on 10 
September 2015 by Keith Bradley (Chair), Alan Berman, Sophia de Sousa, Noel Farrer, Mark Swenarton and Colin Haylock. These comments 
supersede any views we may have expressed previously. 

 
Confidentiality 
Since the scheme is not yet the subject of a planning application, the advice contained in this letter is offered in confidence, on condition that we are 
kept informed of the progress of the project, including when it becomes the subject of a planning application. We reserve the right to make our 
views known should the views contained in this letter be made public in whole or in part (either accurately or inaccurately). If you do not require our 
views to be kept confidential, please write to cabe@designcouncil.org.uk. 
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